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In recent years, the Geological Institute of Hungary developed a program system for the analysis of the granulometric composi
tion of unconsolidated sediments. An essential requirement was to provide a technique for the processing of measurements on uncon
solidated sediment samples which allows the use of correct statistical algorithms especially suitable for small data sets. Further 
requirements included analysis of individual samples (quantitative analysis), comparative analysis of sample sets, and their genetical 
analysis (qualitative analysis) as well.

Program outputs, computed from measurement data, include:
— Graphic cumulative curve, including statistical parameters;
— Average cumulative curve for a set of sample analyses;
— Mode test of density functions;
— Nonlinear mapping analysis.
We express our thanks to M. Lantos, Z. P ásztor and J. K almár for frequent consultation on technical issues, to Prof. Z. Borsy 

and Dr. P. Sümeghy (Kossuth Lajos University, Debrecen) for the driftsand and loess data sets made available to us, and finally, to L. 
K uti for guidance and help in the program development.

The mathematical basis of SAGUS, including recent 
developments

by L. Valkai

Mathematical fundaments and spline interpolation

SAGUS (System for Analysis o f Granulometric Data 
o f Unconsolidated Sediments) is a computer program sys
tem for the complex analysis o f geological data that realis
es a set o f known mathematical algorithms; some o f them 
in modified or enhanced form.

A guiding principle in building the system was a bal
anced treatment o f the various procedures each having dif
ferent sensitivity and initial conditions. This required a 
framework enabling combined and unified application of 
mathematical algorithms otherwise developed for differ
ent purposes.

The procedure determines the continuous distribution 
function (cumulative curve) from the data of a sample, 
obtained from granulometric measurements. The initial 
function (Pásztor 1988) is a step-type, discrete function 
o f the measurement results, giving the relative weights 
with discrete fraction boundaries.

Let

x0 < x i  < x 2 < . . .< x n_i < x n (1)
be the fraction boundaries; and
Sl> §2’ §3> •••> 8n-l’ §n (^)
the relative weight o f  the fractions.
Generate a distribution function with the following 

properties:
—  Its limit is 0, when the value o f the independent 

variable approaches x—> —

lim F(x) = 0; (3)
X — oo

—  Its limit is 1, when the value o f the independent 
variable approaches x —> +°°;

lim F(x) = 1; (4)
X—>+oo

—  The function is monotonic non-decreasing between 
the end-points:

F(xa) < F (xb); if  xa is less, than xb (5)

—  Exactly honours the measurement data points:
m

F(Xi) = k? , g(Xk); (6)
where: l < i < n ; l < k < m .



The equation of conditions o f the distribution function 
for the density function is as follows:

xi
J f(x) dx = gj where: 1 <i<n.  (7)

x i - i

For linear interpolation, the average density function is 
as follows (G yuricza  et al. 1987):

h(x) = --- ——  where: < x <  x i . (8)
X i-X ^ i

The degree o f smoothness can be improved by creating 
intermediate breakpoints within the interval. After trans
forming o f the function and merging the original and inter
mediate breakpoints, the new limit points will be:

z0 < z ,  < z 2 < . . .< z m_, < z m. (9)
The approximate distribution function is given by Fig. 1.

x Zkl zk2 x

F(x)= J h(z)dz= J h(z)dz+ J h(z)dz+ Jh(z)dz. (10)
~°° z0 zkl zk2

Transforming the density function [f(z)], the distribu-
tion function is as follows:

F(x)
= 1 f(z>+l) - f ( Zk) (x_ 2 i) .

+ f(zk) - ( x - z k) + Sk (11)
2 zk+l_ z k

where: Sk = S  c ¡;
i=l

(12)

f  (Zj)
and C j= J f ( z )d z = ------ • (Z j Z j - l ) c o ;

V i

ci - an integration constant.
The spline-interpolation approximate function of sec

ond order is easily programmable (G reville 1969), and the 
inverse function is also simple to calculate (P ásztor 1988).

Fig. 1. An intermediate portion of a function, with a coarse 
approximation: F(x); with a smoothed, spline approximation:

F(z)

1. ábra. Egy közbenső függvény szakasz durva közelítéssel: 
F(x) és simított spline közelítéssel: F(z)

Advantages from the application o f the approximate 
method outlined above are as follows:

—  Applicable as a basic algorithm, for further analyses;
—  Allows for the calculation o f the graphic pattern of 

the distribution function (cumulative curve) with an accu
racy o f %o (thousandths);

—  Provides an opportunity to use algorithms requiring 
a considerable amount of data;

—  Calculations according to the percentile method can 
be made more precise;

—  It allows for the elaboration o f new statistical meas
uring figures.

Eventual restrictions include:
—  The results cannot be more accurate than the accu

racy of the measurement data;
—  Being an approximate method, thus, a correspon

ding accuracy o f  the result can be expected.

Major graphics o f  results

The SAGUS program system supplies the results 
mainly by means o f graphic diagrams, and by displaying 
data lists (Valkai et al. 1991).

The major services are as follows:
—  Graphic cumulative curve (calculations in steps of 

0.1%, displaying in steps of 0.5%), with statistical data 
according to the percentile calculations, with the grain diam
eter measured in Phi, or mm units (Figs. 2/a and 2/b). Con
version values for grain diameters are included in Table 1;

Fid = 5.764 S = 2.736 Sk = 0.256 KG = 0.784 D = 0.050 [mm] 
[%] .
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Fig. 2a-b. Cumulative curve with statistical data; a) unit of 
diameter — Phi, b) unit of diameter — mm

Fid. Average grain size of Phi unit, S. Standard deviation, Sk. Slope, KG. 
Peakedness, D. Average grain size of unit of mm

2a-b. ábra. Kumulatív görbe statisztikai adatokkal (a. 4>- 
skálával, b. mm-skálával)

Fid. átlagos szemcseméret O-értékben, S. Szórás, Sk. Ferdeség, KG. 
Csúcsosság, D. Közepes szemcseátmérő mm-ben



Tahié 1 — 1. táblázat
4>/mm and vica versa conversion of grain diameter — 

A szemcseátmérők 4> és mm mértékegységű értékeinek 
átszámításához

c> mm <D mm mm
-4 1,600 * 10+l 1 5,000 * 10-1 6 1,563 * 10-2
-3 8,000 * 10+° 2 2,500 * 10-1 7 7,813 * 10-3
-2 4,000 * 10+° 3 1,250 * 10-1 8 3,906 * 10-3
-1 2,000 * 10+° 4 6,250 * 10-2 9 1,953 * 10-3
0 1,000 * 10+° 5 3,125 * 10-2 10 9,766 * 10-5

—  The average cumulative curve o f samples corre
sponding to the same test scale, including the average val
ues o f the percentile statistical data, and the envelope 
curves marked min. and max., corresponding to the mini
mum and maximum grain size, respectively, for each per
centile value (Fig. 3). The unit for grain diameter can be 
either Phi, or mm;

Fid = 5.226 S = 2.646 Sk = 0.173 KG = 1.067 D = 0.576 [mm] 
[%] MIN - MEAN - MAX

The average grain size, according to M cC am m on  
(1962), is as follows:

The same, according to the Sagus method, is: 
where:

d _ <&5 +<X>[q+...+<I>90+Q95

19
(14)

D = -
I y - I o + 8  S j = I .

X * i (15)

I0 —  the initial (first) percentage index 
Iv —  the final (last) percentage index 
5 —  step value (0.1, or greater)
<J>i —  grain size value corresponding to the particular 

percentage index.
The slope parameter, according to F o l k  and W a r d  

(1957), is:

Fig. 3. The average cumulative curve for samples correspon
ding to the same portion of examination, including the aver
age values of statistical data and, at each per cent value, 
the envelope of the minimum and maximum grain size

(For the legend see Fig. 2.)

3. ábra. Egy szitasoron vizsgált minták kumulatív átlaggör
béje a minimum és maximum burkológörbével

(A jel-magyarázat az előzővel egyező.)

—  A C/M diagram with log/log coordinates, made 
according to a method by Passega (1964), with a separate 
on-screen data listing for identification;

—  The graphic displaying o f measurement results (sta
tistical parameters, petrological grain size ranges) by 
borehole log;

—  A graphic figure o f NLM (non-linear mapping) 
two-dimensional diagram plotted on the basis o f an algo
rithm by Sam m on  (1969), including separate screen data 
lists for identification.

Modified calculations

In addition to the convential method, also another, 
refined method can be used to calculate the statistical 
parameters o f grain distribution. This method is ensured 
by calculating the points o f the cumulative curve at each 
step o f 0.1%. Based thereupon, and upon the convention
al methods, the statistical parameters o f our own (Sagus) 
have been worked out. These parameters are much more 
sensitive due to the refinement.

<̂ 8 4 + ^ 1 6 -2 <I>50 , ^ 9 5 + ^ 5 - 2 0 5 0
2 ^ 8 4 - ^ 1 6 )  2 ( O 95- 0 > 5 )

(16)

The slope value that can be calculated by using the 
Sagus method is as follows:

sks
s

3v-3n I
O t + «Pb - 2 d ) n

® t - ® b
0.7)

where:
Iv —  the final (last) percentage index 
In —  the nominal (50%) percentage index 
8 —  the step value (0.1%, or any greater value)
<t>, —  grain size value (in Phi unit) assigned to the 

nominal index by a shifting o f +(k -  8)
O b —  grain size value assigned to the nominal index 

by a shifting o f -(k  -  8)
4>n —  grain size corresponding to the nominal index. 
As shown by the above relationships, any portion of 

the cumulative curve may be used as a basis for the calcu
lation, with finer steps than those o f the conventional for
mulae.

An opportunity offered by Sagus system was also 
made use o f in the plotting of a new graphic diagram. 
Grain size values o f 99% are represented vs grain size cor- 
reponding to 50%, in a C/M diagram according to 
Passega. As an analogy to it, an M/L diagram in which the 
grain size o f 50% is represented as a function o f grain size 
corresponding to 1%, was developed in the Sagus system.

For comparison, the diagram of results based on 100 
samples, according to both methods, is enclosed in Fig. 4.

Separating the composite density function

The granulometric composition distribution o f uncon
solidated sedimentary rocks may be a resultant o f  several 
distributions each developed in response to a homoge
neous process. To make clear the examinations based on 
measurement results concerning granulometric composi-
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Fig. 4a-b. Results from the analysis of a data set of mixed 
character, consisting of 100 samples

a) in a C/M diagram according to the method by Passega, b) in an M/L 
diagram of the Sagus system (it is in line with the method by Passega)
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4. ábra. 100 darab, vegyes genetikájú minta kiértékelése C/M 
diagramban, PASSEGA-féle módszerrel [a], ill. M/L diagram
ban, Sagus-rendszerben (a PASSEGA-módszerrel analóg) [b]

tion of rock samples, it is necessary, that the combined dis
tribution can be separated to constituents. The separating 
procedure is an iterative one based on substituting con
stituents (Zamori 1969), based on the principle of com
pensation according to the method of least squares.

Assuming that the substituting constituents (Renyi 
1950) have a normal distribution with a logarithmnic 
scale, the equation for the function (Detre et al. 1992) is 
as follows:

( x~xc /

^  (l8>
where:
x — independent variable (log grain diameter) 
xe — expected value of the variable 
G — standard deviation.

The integrated procedure has been worked out on an 
algorithm by M. Lantos, a detailed description of which 
is found in the relevant literature (Detre et al. 1992).

The iteration algorithm needs the initial parameters of 
the constituting functions by each mode (expected value, 
standard deviation and function amplitude), and, accord
ing to M. Lantos, as a matter o f importance, 8 to 10 meas
urement values with equidistant sampling.

In the procedure realized in the Sagus system, the 
application o f spline-interpolation has allowed us to con
siderably reduce the requirement for measurement data.

The developed program version also allows for the 
separation o f multi-mode composite functions. A typical 
example o f it is shown in Fig. 5. The program also pro
motes the separating procedure by graphically giving the 
residual function after each time the initial parameter o f a 
substituting constituent is entered.

When working out the system, all chances ensured by 
the program as secondary results could also be utilized. As 
a result, a new, statistical type parameter, namely, an 
asymmetry factor referred to as As, typical o f asymmetry, 
could be worked out.

A s - —  (Sc — SL) (19)

where:
-j-oo

Sc = {fYx jdx  (20): the amount of the upper range;
Xe

x e
S| = Jf(Tc)dx (2l): the amount o f the lower range;

+ o o

Sy = J f (xJdx (22): the amount of the entire range.

With discrete substituting values, the ratio of ranges is 
as follows:

Sc = I f ix ;)  (23)
i=xe

where: xH —  the greatest, still calculated grain size;

SL= ?f(x i) (24)
i=xL

where: xL —  the smallest, already calculated grain size;

ST= XJf(Xi). (25)
i =X|.

Xe represents the imaginary symmetrical axis of asym
metry which corresponds to the expected value o f the sin
gle lognormal mode automatically imaged on the meas
urement results. The relative weight ratio of the upper and 
lower ranges has to be compared thereto.



Features o f  the SNLM  algorithm
The NLM algorithm allows for an easy representation 

o f the multi-parameter individuals to be measured, and 
reveals differences meaning a good basis for comparison 
(ó. K ovács 1987) and represents a procedure that has also 
been used in geological examinations for a long time 
(H owarth 1973).

( Y = 0.7 * y [%]) HISTOGRAM ( X = 10 * x [Phil)
Emnx= 0.95 [%]

[x] 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -0.5 - 1.0
( Y = 0.7 * y [%]) SEPARATION ( Y = 10 * x |Phi])

remainder after 2. modus

( Y = 0.7 * y [%]) SEPARATION ( X = 10 * x [Phi|)
remainder after 3. modus

[x] 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -0.5 - I t
( Y = 0.7 * y [%j) ISOLATION ( X = 10 * x [Pin])

However, it provides no chance (since the algorithm is 
not developed for it) to compare two, separately examined 
measurement groups without any further examinations, 
and to compare the NLM coordinates. When checking the 
operation o f the NLM algorithm integrated into the Sagus 
program, it has been found so that the aforesaid disadven- 
tage needs a reduction.

Our aspects concerning the modifications are as follows:
—  The Sagus program system has been developed for 

the granulometric composition analysis o f unconsolidated 
sedimentary rocks, therefore, the typical data o f the sam
ples, including statistical parameters, and their extreme 
values can be regarded to be known;

—  In the known range of data, an n-dimensional space 
has to be determined (to create) and the test range should 
be marked out within this space;

—  To calculate the point-system matching the bound
ary surfaces o f the range to be examined;

—  Using the coordinates o f the system o f points, to 
define the range to be examined, as an n-dimensional sub
space;

—  To study each sample separately, in this strained 
range o f examination.

The implemented procedure is as follows:
—  The coordinates o f  the system o f points, straining 

the examination range has been made to be an integral part 
o f the program;

—  Using the coordinates, a scale system has been built 
up which, in our conception, ensures that two separately 
examined sample can be compared (making it measurable);

—  The program will integrate, by sample, the data of 
each sample, into the strained examination range and will 
perform, for each sample, the 2-dimensional calculation of 
coordinates according the NLM algorithm;

—  The program monitors, by a continuous error code 
calculation, the acceptability o f the series o f analyses, and 
confirms this value on the graphic display o f the results.

The 2-dimensional coordinates calculated in the above 
way, strictly by sample, allow for the plotting o f graphic 
diagrams. This is the scaled Sagus NLM, that is, SNLM 
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 5a-d. Process of isolation of a 4-modus, composite density 
function; a) histogram of the composite denstity function deter
mined from the measurement data, b) residual function result
ing from the separating process after modus 2 has been isolat
ed, c) residual function resulting from the separating process 
after modus 3 has been isolated, d) the substituting function of 
the isolated 4 modus, including the combined function 
Y. Absolute value of the amplitude, in %, y. Value of amplitude, in rela
tive unit, X. Absolute value grain size, in Phi, x. Grain size, in relative 

unit, Emax. Peak value of the composite function

5a-d. ábra. Négy módusú minta izolációja gyakorisági 
értékek alapján; a) a mért gyakorisági értékek hisztogramja,
b) a maradék függvény-a második módus leválasztása után,
c) a maradék függvény a harmadik függvény leválasztása 
után, d) a négy módus izolációja a burkoló görbével 
Y. Az amplitúdó abszolút értéke %-ban, y. Az amplitúdó értéke relatív 
egységben, X. A szemcseméret abszolút értéke F-értékben,

x. Szemcseméret relatív egységben, Emax. A függvény értéke.
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Fig. 6a-d. Results from the SNLM analysis of a mixed type data set (100 samples); 
a) a graphic diagram of SNLM data calculated from the samples, b) a combined display of data concerning samples and the 
system of points matched to the surface of the examined area, c) a shifting of the graphic picture by relative units xd=0.35 and 
yd=0.35, d) a displacement of the graphic picture (xd=0.35, yd=0.30 including a subsequent magnification

of X=4.5 and Y=2.5)
X. Ratio of magnification (reduction) in direction X, Y. Ratio of magnification (reduction) in direction Y, xd. Shifting the origo by a value of xd in

direction x, yd. Shifting the origo by a value of yd in direction y

6a-d. ábra. 100 darab, vegyes genetikájú minta SNLM-diagramja; 
a) a minták SNLM-diagramja, b) a minták SNLM-diagramja, a matematikai felület rögzítő pontjainak feltüntetésével, c) a 
pontfelhő elcsúsztatása x=0,35 és y=0,35 relatív értékkel, d) a pontfelhő csúsztatása x=0,35 és y=0,30 relatív egységgel,

valamint nagyítása X=4,5-szörös és Y=2,5-szeres mértékben
X. a nagyítás (kicsinyítés) mértéke X irányban, Y. a nagyítás (kicsinyítés) mértéke Y irányban, xd. csúsztatás az origó felé xd értékkel, yd. csúsztatás az

origó felé yd értékkel

The calculations can be related to statistical data con
cerning granulometric composition (average grain size, 
standard deviation, slope and peakedness), to highlighted 
grain values (C —  99%, M —  50% and L —  1%), and to 
other chemical features (such as carbonate content, pH 
value etc.). O f course, the involvement of the rest of chem
ical features still not scaled according to those described 
before into the examination is only recommended and 
advisable for internal follow-up examinations aiming at a 
further refinement o f groups o f identical character.

Sagus supplies program engineering tools, namely, 
graphic shifting, magnification and reduction, to allow for 
the review of the interior o f grouping of individuals of 
identical character.

Experience on the application of Sagus, on the bases 
of the sedimentary petrological examinations of the 

Gödöllő Pilot Area

by T. Müller

In the year 1989, agrogeological investigations were 
made at the Gödöllő Arboretum by the Agrogeological 
Department o f the Geological Institute o f Hungary (Fig. 
7). In these investigations, a total o f 50 boreholes with a 
depth ranging from 2 to 10 m were drilled and sampled.

The aim o f these investigations were to provide a com
prehensive agrogeological study o f the area concerned, 
particularly, to have a better knowledge of the relation-



Fig. 7. An uncovered geological map of the Gödöllő 
Arboretum (after Kalmár 1991, simplified)

1. Rust brown forest soil (uninterrupted), 2. “Cover” sand, 3. “Main” 
silty clay, 4. “Main” sand, 5. Argillaceous silt, 6. Silty, argillaceous 
(“middle”) sand, 7. Argillaceous, sandy silt, 8. “Footwall” sand, 9. Gully, 

10. Boundaries of the Arboretum

7. ábra. A Gödöllői Arborétum fedetlen földtani térképe 
(Kalmár [1991] után, egyszerűsítve)

1. Összefüggő (rozsdabarna erdei) talajborítás, 2. „Fedőhomok”, 3. „Fő” 
kőzetlisztes agyag, 4. „Fő” homok, 5. Agyagos aleurit, 6. Kőzetlisztes, 
agyagos („köztes”) homok, 7. Agyagos, homokos aleurit,

8. „Fekühomok”, 9. Vízmosás, 10. Az arborétum határa

ships o f  the complex system o f bedrock-ground
water-soil. The upper soil level, the lower soil level, the 
level where groundwater occurs, and the zone permanent
ly inundated by groundwater were sampled. The samples 
were subjected to mineralogical, petrological and sedi- 
mentological tests. In 1991 and 1992, J. K a lm á r , based 
on the result obtained, also including his own observa
tions, made a description of the geology and stratigraphy 
of the Gödöllő Pilot Area. Using the modus analyzing 
module o f the Sagus program, the geological and strati
graphic model o f the area concerned was added.

The role o f  mode analysis in the examination o f  uncon
solidated sediments

The degree in which the grains o f detrital sedimentary 
deposits are sorted depends on several factors. O f them,

the major ones include the grade o f the initial material, the 
type o f medium performing the transport, the magnitude 
o f energy o f the transporting medium. All the aforesaid, 
varying in time and space, clearly determine, at a particu
lar area, the grain distribution o f a sediment.

Although the grain distribution for a non-negligible 
part o f detrital sedimentary rocks can be approximated 
with a lognormal density function, it is a more frequent 
phenomenon that the actual distribution is given by sever
al components each o f lognormal distribution, and is 
formed by superimposing each bell-shaped curves.

In geological aspect, each lognormal distribution 
means a formation developed during a short period meas
ured on a geological scale, with identical physical, physi
co-chemical and energetical parameters. This formation 
(distribution, fraction) created under identical and almost- 
permanent genetical conditions is called population. By 
isolating each population with Gauss distribution, and 
interpreting their statistical parameters, would allow us to 
give a reconstruction o f  the conditions under which the 
sample with a composite distribution was accumulated, or 
developed, thereby giving a more precise geological pic
ture thereof.

Hereinafter, the geological description o f the Gödöllő 
Pilot Area and the results from the modus test performed 
using Sagus shall be given together when describing each 
formation.

The geological structure o f  the Gödöllő Pilot Area, 
including results from  the granulometric composition 

analysis

The total thickness o f the examined unconsolidated 
sedimentary sequence is approx. 130 m. The sequence is 
divided to seven formations that can also be traced in the 
nearby mapping boreholes. Here is a brief macroscopic 
description o f each formation, including a related comput
er-based evaluation:

1. Underlying sand. Fine- to medium-grained sand, 
with a thin argillaceous intercalation. At some sites, its 
thickness exceeds 35 m. As shown by Sagus examina
tions, four populations can be observed in the formation. 
Clay with a mean grain diameter o f 10 Phi is observed in 
a subordinate amount and is sharply isolated in the dia
gram. The major constituents are two sand populations, 
with a mean grain diameter o f 4 and 5 Phi, respectively. 
The locations o f their maximum grain diameter are due to 
a slight alteration. In a few samples, small maxima can be 
observed o f small gravels probable.

2. Argillaceous, sandy silt. Thickness: 4 to 10 m. Two 
population can be observed in the formation. The first one 
is clay with a mean grain diameter of 9 to 10 Phi, whereas 
the other one is sand with a mean grain diameter o f 5 Phi. 
The computer-based analysis does not support the pres
ence o f a larger amount o f silt.

3. Medium-grained sand. Its major part is medium- to 
fine-grained sand. In its lower part, thin limestone stripe 
intercalations are observed. It overlies, with conformity, 
the argillaceous, sandy silt. It has a thickness o f 13 to 16



m. Unfortunately, the determination o f the precise number 
o f populations failed, due to the insufficient amount of 
samples. The number o f populations detectable in the for
mation is 4, or 5, however, the number o f those actually 
included must be less. The bed is accompanied by a clay 
population with a mean grain diameter o f 3 to 5 Phi (Fig. 
8). As shown by the computer-based analysis, many tran
sitions can be detected between the two major mean grain 
diameters. In several samples, a powerful but irregularly- 
shaped mean grain diameter maximum can be observed 
near the value of -2  Phi. We cannot give a sure explana
tion to it but assume that the grinding of thin limestone 
strip beds during the drilling action may be concerned, and 
its splints are likely to cause this irregularly-shaped peak 
to appear.

4. Argillaceous silt. In its upper part, silty sand and 
sandstone and limestone beds can be observed. It overlies, 
with conformity, the medium-grained sand bed. It has a 
thickness o f 5 to 9 m. In the computer-based evaluation, 
three populations were separated. The clay has a mean 
grain diameter ranging from 10 to 11 Phi. The lower part 
o f the formation is featured by the dominance o f clay 
which is present here in an amount twice the amount o f the 
other two populations. However, in the upper zone, its 
amount is subordinate, here and there, as compared to the 
other two populations with a grain diameter o f 7 and 5 
Phi, respectively. This confirms the part o f the macro
scopic description, relating to the large amount o f silty 
sand.

5. “Main” sand bed. According to the macroscopic 
description, its upper and lower parts are fine-graded and 
medium-grained, respectively, sand. It overlies, with no 
hiatus, the central silty clay, and has a thickness o f approx. 
22 m. As shown by the computer-based analysis, this one 
represents a very complex formation in which at least four 
populations can be observed. O f them, a clay population 
with a diameter o f 10 Phi is always present, although with 
a varying and subordinate amount, in the sequence. The 
two main sand populations have an average mean grain 
diameter o f 2.;5 and 5 Phi, respectively, but it can only be
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Fig. 8. The frequency distribution for the three sand popula
tions (clay and two medium-grained sand populations) of the 
medium-grained sand (Gödöllő Pilot Area, borehole 11, 

sample 2)

considered as an average, since in this range each mean 
grain size value strongly varies from sample to sample, that 
is, continuous series o f transitions can be observed between 
the two extreme values (Fig. 9). The mentioned fourth pop
ulation is assumed to represent an intermediate grain diam
eter in the range 2.5 and 5 phi which can, although, be sep
arated from the rest by using a computer but its existence is 
doubtful in regard to distribution analysis.

6. “Main” silty clay. It overlies the “main” sand bed 
without interuption. It has thickness o f 4 to 8 m. The main 
population is clay with a mean average grain diameter o f 
10 Phi. A sand population with a mean grain size o f 6 Phi 
is also present in a relatively large amount. Its amount, 
although it varies, is more, anyway, than justified by the 
macroscopic description (Fig. 10).

7. “Cover” sand bed. Its main constituent is a medium
grained sand in which three intercalations can be traced 
vertically. It has a thickness attaining even 23 m. The for
mation can be divided into two main populations. The 
sand that is included in a larger amount has a mean grain 
diameter o f 6 Phi, whereas the clay included in a smaller 
amount has a mean grain size o f 9 Phi. It can be stated that 
the amount of the sand is approx. 3 to 4 times the amount
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Fig. 9. The frequency distribution for the three populations 
(clay, fine-grained and medium-grained sand) of the “main” 

sand (Gödöllő Pilot Area, borehole 27, sample 7)

9. ábra. A „főhomok” három szemcsepopulációjának (agyag, 
finom- "és ’ középszemű homok) gyakorisági görbéje 

(gödöllői mintaterület, 27. sz. fúrás, 7. minta)
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Fig. 10. The frequency distribution for the two populations 
(clay and medium-grained sand) of the “main” silty clay 

(Gödöllő Pilot Area, borehole 5, sample 6)

8. ábra. A középszemű homok három szemcsepopulációjá
nak (agyag és két középszemű homok) gyakorisági görbéje 

(gödöllői mintaterület, 11. sz. fúrás, 2. minta)

10. ábra. A „fő kőzetlisztes agyag” két szemcsepopulációjá
nak (agyag és középszemű homok) gyakorisági görbéje 

(gödöllői mintaterület, 5. sz. fúrás, 6. minta)
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Fig. 11. The frequency distribution for the two major popu
lations (clay and medium-grained sand) of the “cover” sand 

(Gödöllő Pilot Area, borehole 3, sample 4)

11. ábra. A „fedő homok” két szemcsepopulációjának (agyag 
és középszemű homok) gyakorisági görbéje (gödöllői 

mintaterület, 3. sz. fúrás, 4. minta)
X. abszolút szemcseméret O-értékben, Hrc. hibakód

of clay (Fig. 11). The distributions are approximately iden
tical with the distributions of the “main” sand. The main 
difference is the higher clay content o f the overlying bed.

The computer-based modus analysis o f samples from 
the Gödöllő Pilot Area has highlighted the major advan
tages offered by this method. It has been clearly found so 
that the composite samples consisting o f several popula
tions can be separated into each population, with a high 
security, and that its main features (mean grain size, stan
dard deviation, the proportions compared to the other pop
ulations) can be read. In samples located one above the 
other in the same formation, the permanent modification 
o f each population in response to the effect o f varying sed
imentary parameters, that is, the variations o f the distribu
tion of a population in time and space could be traced. 
Accordingly, we have a high sensitivity method that 
allows us to observe the decreasing, or increasing tenden
cy o f the amplitude o f a population, and the merging o f a 
population into another population, or the emergence of 
two new populations from one. All these greatly help us to 
have a better understanding o f the changes in facies of 
detrital sedimentary rocks, the merging o f a facies into 
another, or their separation.

Issues on the application of SNLM 
in facies analysis

by G y. G yuricza

In sedimentological investigations, it is a serious prob
lem that the direct application o f the basically accepted 
Folk-W ard  and M cC a m m o n ’s statistical parameters in 
facies analysis is very limited. The majority o f the numer
ous two-variable diagrams worked out hitherto are suit
able for use mainly in a particular geological environment, 
generally, in the separation o f two specified facies. In case 
o f an application associated with domestic examples, in 
most cases the original facies boundaries needs changing 
(for instance, C h ikAn 1991). These uncertainties are gen

erally known, therefore, out of the two-variable diagrams, 
only the simplest C/M diagram with the least chances for 
a mistake, including its derived versions have been wide
ly used, thus in the domestic practice as well (B érczi, 
B alogh  1991).

The most efficient way o f checking and targeted devel
opment o f the sedimentological applications of the mode 
testing functions o f the Sagus system and the SNLM is the 
detailed examination o f samples from well distinguish
able, unconsolidated sedimentary facies having typical 
and relatively stable features. For this purpose, first a total 
o f 98 grain composition curves, considered to be typical of 
driftsands in Hungary were examined. The statistical aver
age values obtained from the evaluation are shown in 
Table 2.

Table 2 — 2. táblázat
Statistical average values for the granulometric composition 
of representative samples from driftsands in Hungary 
Reprezentatív hazai futóhomok minták szemcseösszetéte

lének statisztikai átlagai

Group of Samples Dmm Do 8, sk K0
Group 1 (80 samples) 0.181 2.58 0.583 0.047 1.14
Group 2(15 samples) 0.157 2.76 0.521 0.091 1.28
Group 3 (3 samples) 0.185 2.55 0.626 -0.201 1.28

The groups have to be separated due to the various screen series used 
in the examinations — A csoportok szétválasztása a vizsgálatnál használt 
különböző szitasorok miatt volt szükséges.

Legends: Dmm — mean grain size, in mm — közepes szemcseméret 
mm-ben; D ,̂ — mean grain size, in O — közepes szemcseméret <t>-ben; 
Ő! — standard deviation — szórás; SK — slope — ferdeség; KG — 
peakedness — csúcsosság.

The cumulative curves of samples show a few devia
tions, they usually indicate a single mode, with their slope 
indicating a similar peakedness value. In the examination of 
histograms, it was found so, in almost every case, that the 
measure scale applied in the measurement is too sparse. 
Due to the typical features o f spline approximation 
(P ásztor 1988) there is a danger in this case that even the 
samples which are sorted the best show several modus. At 
this time the histogram shows a readout of the number of 
screens applied, and the approx, hole size. The mode 
parameters were determinded on the basis o f the his
tograms, with a definition of 0.5 Phi, o f the samples (Fig. 
12a).

Although slight deviations were frequently observed 
due to the variation o f standard deviation values, the mode 
picture obtained was similiar for the major part o f drift sand 
samples studied. (Fig. 12b). For the histograms, the variabil
ity was higher; only a few samples with such a symmetrical 
distribution was found.

In the detailed examinations o f histograms o f 32 drift 
sand samples taken from the Danube-Tisza Interfluve, it has 
been found so that for the apparently agreeing diagrams the 
values o f the conventional slope (Sk-) parameter (F o lk , 
Ward  1957) showed too large deviations with respect to 
one another in many cases. In some cases, even a difference 
in sign was also manifested. For the drift-sand, the distri
butions are almost precisely symmetrical, therefore the



1-25 No 25 Alpár L: 25.00 + 1.00 (m) f:futo EC 0.0
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Fig. 12a-b. Histogram [a] and modus picture [b] for a sam
ple from a driftsand

12a-b. ábra. Egy futóhomok minta hisztogramja [a] és 
módusképe [b]

slope fluctuates about 0, thus, it is sensible to respond even 
too small deviations. When checking the evaluation using 
bell type, or even cumulative curves o f samples correspon
ding to various facies, this phenomenon is not striking. 
However, for samples that are so similar to one another, we 
do not believe that this is allowed in the evaluation of his
tograms. Therefore, a major goal of the development of the 
Sagus system was to establish a parameter which relates to 
the symmetry conditions of distribution better than the slope 
parameter (Sk) does. The symmetrical factor As described 
formerly seems to meet these requirements.

Irrespective o f the inaccuracies, it is sure that the 
increase in slope value with respect to the symmetrical one 
would allow us to draw conclusion on the mode, that is, 
the grain population the rock being examined consists of 
(Figs. 13a and 13b). For the majority o f cases like this, the 
measurement data do not allow for the direct detection of 
the several modes. Thus, a further objective o f great 
importance is to find the limit values o f slope, or symme
try parameters which clearly indicate the number, and pos
sibly, the position o f each mode. Finding a succesful solu
tion to this problem may lead, at the same time, to find a 
computer-based technique for the automatic isolation of 
each modes.

Affér the analysis of grain composition curves, the 
driftsand samples were plotted in an SNLM diagram 
(Fig. 14). As shown, the samples that seem, macroscopi-
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Fig. 13a-b. Histogram [a] and modus picture [b] for a sam
ple from the sand at Orosháza (Békés county, SE Hungary)

13a-b. ábra. Egy orosházi homokminta hisztogramja [a] és 
módusképe [b]

cally, nearly completely identical, are located with a defi
nite density around values x = 0-0.15 and y = 0.1-0.2. 
(For Sa m m o n ’s NLM, the points appear with an alignment 
to the limit values o f the positive quadrant o f the diagram, 
with a scattering covering an area o f some 1/8 part o f the 
diagram (Fig. 4). For the SNLM representation, it is a phe
nomenon o f major importance that here the position of

(X= 1.00:1 Y= 1.00:1) NLM of Sagus - F10 D: 12/22/92 T: 15:28 
(xd = 0.000 yd = 0.000) futo Ex 1.00 Ey 1.00 Es 100.0 13-3

Fig. 14. An SNLM diagram of driftsands in Hungary

14. ábra. A magyarországi futóhomokok SNLM-diagramja



each sample is fully independent and can only be varied by 
modifying the scale.

After revealing the cluster o f points (by shifting the 
cluster o f points in the proper direction and in the proper 
degree, then by magnifying it, with the original scale leav
ing unchanged; Fig. 15) a definite internal structure 
becomes visible. In our diagram, the sample arrangement 
depends on the mean grain size (due to the typical features 
o f spline approximation the x-axis) and the variance value 
(its decrease causes the point to move to the left along the 
y-axis). Due to the minor values o f  fluctuations and the 
narrow interval, the precise tracking o f variations o f slope 
and peakedness failed. For the set o f samples from drift- 
sand, the SNLM diagram functions almost as a two-vari
able diagram. The sensitiviy o f the diagram to these values 
can be increased by multiplying the slope and peakedness 
parameters by a proper constant.

Either the position o f each sample with respect to the 
rest, within the cluster o f points, or the relationship of the 
SNLM coordinates to the sites o f occurrence have not 
been studied in detail yet. We are sure that at some junc
tions with greater density, the samples from a particular 
area show a different frequency. For instance, the major 
part o f samples from the Danube-Tisza Interfluve and that 
of samples from Nyírség (region in the north-eastern part 
o f Hungary) are located at different positions. This phe
nomenon cannot be linked with either a difference in 
measuring methods, or the difference o f the sampling 
method applied. In addition, it is very easy to isolate the 
different formations, thus, for instance, a sample marked 
A that is the same as the clay sample from Orosháza 
shown in Fig. 13, contains, in addition to a grain popula
tion typical o f driftsand, also a subordinate amount of 
coarse, presumably fluvial sand.

Since the major part o f the unconsolidated sedimenta
ry facies we have first examined is a formation with a well 
sorted, easy to separate modus, it can be stated that any

(X=18.00:l Y = 18.00:1) NLM of Sagus-F10 D; 02/01/93 T: 11:23 
(xd = 0.079 yd = 0.159) futo Ex 1.00 Ey 1.00 Es 100.0 13-3

Fig. 15. An exposure (a magnification of 18*) of a cluster of 
points produced by applying SNLM procedure on samples 

from driftsands in Hungary

15. ábra. A magyarországi futóhomokok SNLM-eljárással 
előállított pontfelhőjének feltárása (18-szoros nagyítás)

sediment found in this area o f the diagram is driftsand, or 
a sequence accumulated by the wind. O f course, our state
ment holds true only if  the positions o f samples o f anoth
er facies falls to another position in the diagram. To exam
ine it, the samples were selected so that the material be 
similarly uniform, and preferably, well sorted.

It is known to us that the energy o f transporting medi
um is less for loess than for driftsand. However, the grain 
boundary may provide a wider range due to the variable 
accumulation terrain, the later soil development and 
weathering.

To control it, a total o f  291 samples from 13 loess pro
files taken up in the Hajdúság and Bodrogköz region (NE 
Hungary) were examined. O f course, the statistical param
eters for the average values essentially differ from those of 
driftsand. Average values for a loess wall at the Debrecen 
Brickyard are, for instance, as follows: Dmm: 0.037, D0 : 
5.618, 8 1:1.941, Sk: 0.414, K0 : 0.974. The greatest dif
ferences can be observed at the medium grain size and 
variance values. The reason for the variation o f the latter 
is that the curves are bimodal; in addition to a typical sand 
fraction, also a marked grain population featured by the 
dominance o f silt is included therein. Not the individual 
samples but the particular logs can be considered to be 
typical, therefore, we deemed that it was worth o f com
paring them with driftsand.

O f the SNLM diagrams o f logs examined, an SNLM 
diagram in which the diversity o f samples was much 
greater than in the rest of diagrams will be shown (Fig. 16). 
The density of cluster o f points is appropriate, that is, the 
granulometric composition o f the particular group o f sam
ples is relatively homogenous. A fact o f great importance 
is that the cluster o f points for loess is found relatively 
away from the cluster o f points o f the driftsand (Fig. 14), 
despite the considerable sand content o f some samples. 
The approx, horizontal elongation of the cluster o f points 
results from the presence o f the two modes and the quan
titative relationship between the two grain populations.

(x"=i.00:i Y = it»:TrN LM ' of Sagus-F10 D. 01/13/93 T:07:51 
(xd = 0.000 yd = 0.000) latocs Ex 1.00 Ey 1.00 Es 100.0 13-3

Fig. 16. An SNLM diagram of samples from loess exposure 
near Látókép csárda (Hajdú-Bihar County, Hungary)

16. ábra. A látóképi csárda (Hajdú-Bihar megye) közelében 
lévő löszfeltárás mintáinak SNLM-diagramja



The diagram in Fig. 17 shows samples o f a sequence 
that contains no loess. However, in this case the major part 
o f samples contains various silt fractions too. Based there
on, it can be stated that the SNLM diagram, in its present 
status, in regard to facies analysis, is suitable for separating 
single-mode samples, that is, actually grain populations.

O f course, the SNLM representation o f multi-mode 
samples can also be implemented but owing to the fact that 
in this case the rules concerning the location o f each point 
are much more complicated than in the case o f  lognormal 
distributions, the information supplied by these diagrams 
can be interpreted, for the time being, only locally. Thus, 
the apparent advance with respect to the former two-vari
able diagrams is only that each size range o f granulomet
ric composition can be represented. However, the present 
SNLM only utilizes a fraction o f its capacity. Despite this, 
it is partially suitable, even today, for separating samples 
o f composite distribution. Such a case is shown in Fig. 6c 
which shows an SNLM diagram for borehole Zubogy 1. 
That contains 102 samples from a Lower Pannonian delta- 
sediment, and the evaluation can be performed when the 
field sequence is known.

So, the question is whether the Sagus program system 
can be made suitable for performing a computer-based 
separation o f various unconsolidated sediment facies. 
Based on the above results, it is highly probable, and the 
way leading there, that is, a further development of Sagus 
in this direction is very clear. Its major stages are as fol
lows:

—  Separating the deposits having a non-lognormal dis
tribution, into several modes, and calculating the mean 
grain size and the variance, handling each grain population 
as an independent sample.

—  Determining the typical grain populations for sedi
ment facies with non-lognormal distributions, including 
the determination o f the quantitative ratios with respect to 
one another. This ratio, with a proper weighting, should be 
applied as the third dimension o f SNLM.

—  Incorporating the carbonate content o f deposits into 
the diagram (in the form o f either dolomite and calcite sep
arately, or as a total carbonate), because this, in addition to 
the granulometric composition, may represent a major fea
ture o f the particular facies.

( X =  1.00:1 Y =  1.00:1 ) NLM of Sagus - F10 D: 02/01/93 T: 11:35 
(xd = 0.000 yd = 0.000) a -40  Ex 1.00 Ey 1.00 Es 100.0 1 3 - 4

Fig. 17. An SNLM diagram of samples from follow-up 
borehole A-40 drilled at Gödöllő

17. ábra. A gödöllői A-40 sz. sekélyfúrás mintáinak SNLM- 
diagramja

Any unconsolidated deposit type has the parameters 
that are typical o f a certain, or several sedimentary facies 
and, based thereupon, can be clearly separated from any 
other facies. Since NLM is capable of projecting a few 
dozens o f parameters (dimensions) onto a plane, this 
method is feasible. However, it can be proved that the 
proper weighting o f several tens o f parameters means a too 
complicated job. Moreover, every parameter ought to be 
given for every facies which is unnecessary, therefore, the 
inverse-NLM parameter number needs an optimatization, 
that is, ensuring as precise separation as possible by com
paring as small number o f features as possible.

At the present stage o f Sagus development, it seems to 
be advisable to use, later, instead o f the formerly used two- 
variable diagrams, an SNLM diagram processing the mean 
grain size and variance o f a grain population, the quantita
tive and qualitative interrelationships o f grain populations 
in the sample concerned, and the carbonate content. It is 
the proper selection and weighting o f these parameters that 
represents an advance toward a computer-based facies 
analysis based on granulometric composition.
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A SAGUS PROGRAMRENDSZER FEJLESZTÉSI EREDMÉNYEI ÉS ALKALMAZÁSÁNAK 
LEHETŐSÉGEI A GEOLÓGIAI GYAKORLATBAN
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T á r g y s z a v a k :  Sagus programrendszer, geológiai alkalmazás 

ETO: 519.688:550.84 519.688:631.42

Az elmúlt évek során az Intézetben — külső résztvevők közreműködésével — kifejlesztettük a laza üledékek szemcseösszetételi 
elemzésére alkalmas Sagus programrendszert. Ennek alap-algoritmusa a Pásztor Z. által a szemcse-összetételi görbék szerkesztésére alka
lmazott spline interpoláció, melynek további finomítása — a görbe simítása — a korábbinál érzékenyebb matematikai eljárások alka
lmazását teszi lehetővé. így pl. a módus-vizsgálat kisebb méréssürűség mellett is elvégezhető és a ferdeség-paraméter módosításával 
közelebb kerültünk az eljárás automatizálásához. Ugyancsak jelentős az előrelépés a nem-lineáris vetítés terén; itt a hagyományos eljárás 
üledék-paraméter skálával történt bővítése és az egyedi vizsgálat bevezetése alkalmassá teszi a rendszert üledékfáciesek értékelésére.

A Sagus programrendszer gyakorlati alkalmazásának lehetőségeit a gödöllői mintaterület rétegeinek elemzésén keresztül 
mutatjuk be. Ennél a kiértékelésnél a program móduselemző eljárása adta lehetőségeket használtuk ki. A módosított NLM, azaz 
SNLM hasznosságát nagy számú futóhomok és lösz minta értékelésével demonstráltuk. A bemutatott példák a program fáciesanali- 
tikai alkalmazhatóságát bizonyítják.




